
your funnel isn’t a journey



make more meaningful content



funnels and journeys



data vs insights



getting from what to why



i’m jon crowley



funnels and journeys



this is a funnel



this is a (sales) funnel





this is also a funnel





funnel ≠ journey

media 
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funnel: business-driven





journey: customer-driven







• broader context 

• actions outside of brand 

• consumer focused



data vs insights



data is everywhere



“big data”

2010-2016









data is what

actions 



data is whatactions 

attention 

facts 
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data can be misleading



“attractiveness isn’t that important”
Dataclysm, Rudder 2016



“attractiveness is important, at first”
Dataclysm, Rudder 2016



what isn’t why



“so what?” isn’t why



“ignore attractiveness, 
it’s irrelevant”

“manage the initial bias 
toward attractiveness”

Dataclysm, Rudder 2016



insight is why



brand 
relevance

human 
truth tension

people respond to 
beauty norms on an 

instinctual level

seeing someone’s 
intangibles is difficult 
to do in online dating

we think we want 
looks, but they don’t 

impact enjoyment



tension

human 
truth

brand 
relevance



the purpose of a date isn’t to enjoy the date 
  

it’s to find a partner you can see yourself with 

(which often means finding them attractive)



• data can be misleading 

• insight is about understanding “why” 

• a lens to guide thinking



getting from what to why



journey: customer-driven





• motivations 

• emotions 

• influences
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what ≠ why



what
what

what = why
what
what
what

what
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how do people get to 
this stage?

how do people think in 
this situation?

what do they do in this 
situation?

what do they want and 
need?

what touchpoints 
matter most?

is there something for 
us to do?

stage

trigger

mindset

behaviour

needs

channels

brand role



why should they care about us?
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what touchpoints matter most?

is there something for us to do?

stage channels

brand role



why should they care about us?



what do they care about, now?



how do people get to 
this stage?

how do people think in 
this situation?

what do they do in this 
situation?

what do they want and 
need?

what touchpoints 
matter most?

is there something for 
us to do?
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home 
improvement:

 
consider

trigger

mindset

behaviour

needs

channels

brand role



seasonal and financial 
timing is right

“how am I going to 
make this happen?”

research, discuss with 
stakeholders, consult 

experts

inspiration, detailed 
information, and 

executional guidance

digital content, in-store 
experiential, SEM, 

CRM, events

connect the customer 
to expertise that makes 

planning simpler

home 
improvement:

 
consider

trigger

mindset

behaviour

needs

channels

brand role



what touchpoints matter most?

connect the customer to expertise 
that makes planning simpler

home 
improvement:

consider

channels

brand role



AcquireConsiderAware ResultExperienceComprehend

Research

Evaluate

Adopt

Reject







conversion & meaning



• use funnels AND journeys 

• find a role for the brand



recap



make more meaningful content



a funnel is about your objectives 

a journey is about your customer



data tells you what 

insight is finding why



you optimize with what 

you create (meaning) with why



thank you


